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THE ACROPOLIS
WHITTIER COLLEGE, MARCH, 1905

COLLEGE SONG
Tune—' 'O-Wah-Hoo!
I.

.11.

Oh, once there was a Quaker college in the wild Oh, her sons can hit the basket, when they're playand woolly west,
ing basket ball;
Of all the patron saints of knowledge, she was said' They catch at once the inspiration and their spirits
to be the best.
never fall,
She kept her head above the level, when they put Until the heated game is ended, and they hear the
her to the test;
whistle call,
Her students waved and sang, and yelled
And the faculty jump up, and yell O-Wah-Hoo.
O-Wah-Hoo.
III.
CHORUS.
Oh, her fame will soon be spoken in the boundless
country side;
She was a grand old place, was this home of Oh, then her graduates will listen, and their hearts
knowledge,
will swell with pride;
And she earned the name of a first class college;
And then the students will come flocking from the
countries far and wide,
And her students true, gave her grateful homage,
And everywhere they went they yelled
And they'll join the merry shout, and yell
O-Wah-Hoo.
O-WahHoo.
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THE VICTORIES OF PEACE

First Prize Oration in Peace Contest.
Man stands midway between the animal and the into cities. The ever growing power of mind deDivine. In him the two contrasted natures meet velops machinery, until it gathers man's harvests,
and strive for supremacy. The advance of human- weaves his clothing, runs his errands. Then, to proity is in direct proportion to the triumph of the tect himself and his property, he establishes a govDivine over the animal, the intellect over passion. ernment. Barbarism has climbed up to civilizaThe progress of civilization is a record of this tion.
Onward and upward this principle of progress
triumph.
Follow with me the growth of civilization pushes the race until today mankind lives in the
throughout the successive stages of its development. age of enlightenment. Mind culture is his supreme
In order to do this we must go back at least a aim. Books of myriad kinds educate his intellect
hundred centuries in the history of man. We look and refine his emotions. Every home is beautiful
for the mark of civilization, but no, not even dwell- with paintings, ev.ery park and public building
ings are to be seen. The wild man inhabits eaves, aglow with statuary, the air is laden with sweet
contesting with the wild beast for supremacy. The strains of music, every power of man is incited to
one aim in his life was to satisfy his appetite—his uplifting effort, to noble achievement. The intellect has triumphed over passion.
lower passions.
But with all his progress, there is one animal
But he possesses the nucleus of modern civilization in his power to think. Soon this power be- characteristic which education has discovered, but
gins to grow, and he makes crude dwellings. The not yet overcome,—War. War appeals to the
wild animals are tamed for his use. He makes lower passions, and not to the intellect. True judgrough tools with which to work. Then he begins to ment consists not in a resort to brute force. In
polish and fashion them with somewhat of scientific reason alone lies true judgment. War is the exskill. He has developed from the savage to a bar- pression of anger, jealousy and greed. These are
the lowest of passions, and man's lower passions
barian.
The next period of his growth is marked by the are the links which join him to the animal. Since
conquering of natural forces. The prairies have then, mankind is continually advancing, and every
been turned into wheat fields, the 'forests builded step is away from the realm of passion toward the
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realm of reason, it follows inevitably that sometime war with its kindred brutal forces will be
forever left behind. Nor is this an idealistic dream
of the far away foture.
Civilization has already revealed the handicap of
war, and is gradually abandoning its brutal customs. Only a f ow years ago men engaged in everyday pursuits with swords at their sides and pis
tols in their belts. Resort to this method of defence
today and you will be looked upon with scorn and
contempt. In Europe only a short time ago, when
a man chose a location for his home, his first
thought was: "Whure will my children be safe from
the encroachment of an enemy?" He looked for
a location which was naturally fortified. Not only
this, but in order to insure further safety, he built
a wall and set guards upon it day and night. Not
so today. The question asked is: "Where will my
children have good educational in4luences?" Men
realize the insufficiency of war and are yielding it
to the noblest of all passions—Love.
The change in the spirit of literature is a remarkable revelation of the changing attitude toward
war. The ancient and early modern authors find a
ready source for subject matter in the exploits of
war and bloodshed. The heroes of Homer and Virgil mimic the fury and ferocity of wild beasts.
Throughout the Aeneid and Odessy there runs a
thread of malicious conduct and fiendish cruelty,
which certainly does not belong to humanity.
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The early English poets find pleasure in relating incredulous tales of heart-rending cruelty.
Beowoif obtains his pre-eminence by encountering
in a hand-to-hand struggle an infuriated monster.
Even as late as the seventeenth century we find
military exploits furnishing themes for the great
minds of literature. Shakespeare himself portrays
his greatest hero in military splendor. In that
famous address to his soldiers when they are all
drawn up preparatory to a great battle, Henry V.
says: "When the blast of war blows in our ears,
then imitate the action of the tiger." War, with
scarce an exception, furnishes the subject matter
and the inspiration for ancient and mediaeval literature.
Contrast, if you will, the spirit and the themes
of modern literature. Man is represented in the
nobler aspect: "How noble in reason, how infinite
in faculties; in form and memory, how express
and admirable; in action, how like an angel; how
apprehension, how like a God."
The greatest authors of the nineteenth century
found their heroes, with scarce an exception, not in
the clamor of war, but amid the quiet scenes of
peace. The central character of the great New
England novel was a clergyman, and the scarlet
letter, itself, was an unrelenting punishment for
submission to a lower passion. Adam Bede, kingly
in his nobility, was a carpenter from the ranks of
Fnglarid's poorer classes. Jean Val Jean was a
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simple peasant, yet Hugo finds in him the traits of
pure manhood that make him the greatest hero of
every age. Longfellow's master piece treats with
indignation the cruel act of the usurper, and leads
the gentle Evangeline out into the region where her
broken heart finds sympathy unrestrained. Lowell
finds a just punishment for the scornful knight in
shining armor, and defines true manhood by the lips
of a lowly leper.
Thus we see that heroes of modern authors are
uncompromisingly characterized by the gentler passions. Place the dauntless Achilles beside the spotless hero of Hugo—Achilles with his gold-studded
scepter covered with the blood of his fellowmen,
his face deeply furrowed with the marks of cruelty,
his countenance darkened with the malignant desire
for revenge. By his side Jean Val Jean with his
very garb indicative of purity, his eyes bright with
hope, . his countenance aglow with the fire of love
kindled in his very nature. Place them side by side,
and we can only begin to realize . the marvelous
supremacy of love.
We must admit that much of th" freedom of our
country has been attained through war. Our revolutionary ancestors fought for freedom from the
clutches of a tyrannical king, and the result was
victory. Our fathers and grandfathers fought for
the freedom of a suffering race, and the result—
victory. Again, one of our, neighboring islands was
being subjected to ill-treatment by the nation which
e

should have been its protector. We struck another
blow for freedom, and humanity was again .the
victor.
But listen! if the omnipotent Father will allow
such magnificent victories through the expression
of the most . degrading of all passions, how much
greater will be the victories of peace, the expression of the . noblest of passions, the passion
which distinguishes man from the animal, the passion which links humanity with the throne of God
—Love.
Ruled more and more by this nobler passion,
civilization is ever rising toward the standard of
equality, justice, peace. Every great movement of
this age has as its ultimate aim.and purpose the
bringing of men closer together. The, continents
have been threaded by transcontinental railways,
the seas dotted with huge ships of commerce. The
mighty roar of the majestic ocean has been hushed
by the magic power of electricity, until the faintest
whisper is audible around the world.
Is it possible that while all the natural forces of
land and sea and air are bringing about the unity
of the race; while all the inventions of, man, the
printing press, the steam engine, the electric wire
are welding stronger the bonds 'of universal fellowship, is it possible that war, with its revengeful passions and its greed for conquest, shall go on tearing apart what these have joined, dividing again
and again the race that all ages have striven to
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unite? All the progress of the past, all the enlightment of the present, all the hope of the future proclaim the answer, prophesy that the spirit of peace
shall more and more control the motives of men,
until finally, like the great sea, it touches every
land and encircles every continent, uniting the
world in the priceless brotherhood of universal
peace.
BURTIS HEALTON, '07.

THE IRIS WATCH-NIGHT
PARTY
The members of the Iris Literary Society were
planning for a great journey on New Year's day.
As none of them had ever seen the passing out of
the old and the gliding in of the new year, it was
suggested that they go in the newly invented air
ship to see this strange occurrence take place.
At last the New Year's eve arrived, and all the
first and second years gathered on college hill,
where the mysterious air ship lay in all its majesty
and beauty. Finally, after much excitement, the
party started. The stately ship began to slowly
ascend. All heads were thrust out eagerly, watching the changing scenes. Higher and higher the
silent ship rose, until it came to a standstill in
mid air. The watchful faces were turned to the
rolling waters of the Pacific, and the expectant
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eyes were glued to one spot, where the blue, starry
clouds of heaven met with the waters of the ocean.
There no waves splashed, and no breakers roared,
but all was as still and peaceful as a dreamless
sleeper. The watch hands pointed three minutes till
twelve. A bent object was seen slowly wading
through the deep waters. A staff was held in one
trembling hand, while the other was against the
deep furrowed brow trying to aid the dim eyes
to see the watery path. The end of the long beard
floated in the water, while the thin white locks
fanned in the breeze. Nearer and nearer the thembling form crept to that calm, still place in the
horizon. The waters and clouds grew darker, the
bright stars were hid by the blackness, and all that
could be seen was that pitiful object, with thin
white hair, waving in the wind, treading on to that
inky blackness. The place was reached, the body
went on through, the dark clouds closed over it,
and the old year was lost to view forever.
Then the dsrkness changed, the stars came out
and streaks of bright colors came forth, until all
the sky was a clear, rosy red, as if the golden sun
would soon appear. A few half open buds dropped
down, and these were followed by a shower of pure
white roses, silently falling down, forming a bank
of loose snow.
In the midst of this beauty a bright form was
visible, and grew plainer until it stood out in
strong contrast against the whiteness. A jeweled
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crown rested on the fair head, throwing bright
rays around. The arms were full of roses, the silver wings were uplifted, gracefully the form arose
and sailed over the bright waters. Flowers were
str3wn along the way, and as she glided over the
ship a bunch of roses fell and scattered among the
Iris audience. The ship began to descend lower
and lower, all was siknt, no words were spoken.
Each one was thinking of the Old, and Happy New
Years with awe and wonder.
RUTH BALDWIN.

er, hand in hand, they hurried away. Had you
been at this very instant in another part of town
(which you couldn't, Beloved, so don't try), or,
to be most 'markably 'xactly precise, in five different places, you would have beheld five other
queer figures; you would have seen them collect at
the 'forementioned ediface of learning for the
young, and float like ghosts thro the windows. Then
you would have noticed something 'streemly
strange. Each separate and individual form seemed
to give out a peculiar light—a sort of sheeny, shimmery glow, and 'count of all the lights coming together at once, there was such a br Eliancy that you
could have seen these queer forms plainly.
A LITTLE MORE SO
And, 0 Beloved, I wish I could draw you their
Note—(Any one can see that this is where Kipling pictures, but I smear my hands so, and 'sides I am
got the idea for his "Just So" stories.)
still only a Mere-Imbiber-of-Knowledge in this
Now listen, Belovedest. If you had had your 'Markable-Ediface-of-Learning-for-the-Young, P nd
eyes open about twelve o'clock of the night just it might not be wise! The first form which we saw
succeeding the close of this semester, you would stealing from his house, was certainly most 'markhave seen stealing cautiously forth from a little ably 'markable! Place of a head. he had somehouse, somewhere in the vicinity of a certain thing, which, some ways he turned it, looked like a
'streemly 'markable ediface of learning for the German Grammar. His body, which, by the way.
young, a most 'stremely 'markable figure—a queery, wasn't very long, Beloved, was formed by a piece of
shrinkey, cowery figure, which looked back with paper, cut in the right shape, which (if you can
'spicious, apprehensive eyes at the house from read), you would have found to be a Temperance
which it had come, as if it expected to see some- Oration. The other figure, and, by the way, it
thing terrible dart forth in persuit of it. Immed- wasn't very long either, consisted of a large can
iately another form appeared from somewhere in of N a C 1, for his body (this is magic, Beloved!),
the ether, equally trembly and cowery, and togeth- an angelic expression, and various ornaments: for
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buttons, dried beetles (the large green kind); for
belt, a snake skin (the scaly spottedy kind) ; for tie
pin, a butterfly (the purplish-orange kind). The
third figure was a puzzling mixture of basket-ball
and poetry. His head (please don't ask about his
hair, Beloved), was 'markably like a basket ball,
and the rest of him was all cut out to suit. But
the peculiar thing about him was, that a strange
Tennysonic, Byronic, Sacrotic, for-got-it air pervaded his whole eing. Have I made it clear? The
forth, and he wasn't very long either was a comof FrenchReadr-Spnibination
sh
-Dictionary-and-History-Dates. The fifth, last but most, glowed
more than any of the others. He sent out a regular
battery of fireworks. He was all mrked off in geometric squares, trigonometric triangles and algebraic equations. His name was Math'matical Proposition.
Now, listen, most 'specially, 0 my Beloved. AM
soon as all these 'markable people had gathered in
the room, a stern darkish-looking person, Captainof-a-Basket-Ball-'ream, his name was, herded them
to seats, rapping them sharply when they didn't
walk fast enough.
Scarcely were they seated when a knock was
heerd at the door.
"Come in!" cried French-Reader-Spanish-Dictionary in a 'markably affible way, with a 'markably
polite bow, and he handed a Vision-of-Loveliness to
a seat of honor (I wish I could draw you its picture, Beloved).
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Scarcely were they seated again—this makes two
times—when a plaintive voice called thro the key
hole
"May 1-come in too?"
"Will you be good?" called the stern Captain-ofa-Basket Ball-Team, " 'cause we're in the majority
here, and it wouldn't be safe not to."
"Yes, yes, I most carefully will."
"You won't boss?"
"No, no, I most carefully won't," was the reply,
and in walked a Greek-Goddess with golden hair
and glittering eye;
Then up rose the Basket Ball Captain, 0 my Beloved, and looked sternly down upon his cowering
audience, and said in his stern, stern voice:
"We have summoned you hither from your
downy couches—O, Our Enemy-the-Faculty—in order to requite unto you the same measure as you
have meted unto us. Today we received from your
hands certain white cards—stop that shuffling, sir,
or I'll take you across my padded tronsers!)—certrousers!)tain
cer-tain white cards with certain black marks upon
them, marks which you ought to be ashamed of
making, and now we propose to examine you and
see if you come up to our standards." (This, 0 my
Beloved, is the way Captains-of-a-Basket-Bail-Team
always talk).
The cowering audience shivered and grew pale.
"We will begin with you, Math'matical Proposition, since you're the most. What do you knö'w
now? Jump up and tell us."
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But just as Math'matical Proposition was about •
to open his mouth, " 'Scuse me!" spoke up th
German-Grammar," but Iwant a word here. This
isn't right. It isn't fair. With no preparation, too.
I won't stand it!"
"You won't, won't you? Give me my ruler.
Now we'll see. Examine him boys as to what he
has done and what he is going to do." (I 'mitted
o say that drawn upon either side of the Captainof-a-Basket-Ball-Team was the team itself, arranged
in a solid phalanx of four.)
"Wh—why, what have I done? 0, yes, why, my
friends, have you so soon forgotten that oratory
which lately pealed fn5m yonder neighboring room?
Have you so soon forgotten how I broke A, B and
C of the reprehensible habit of speaking out in
class? Have you forgotten how I taught D two
new German words? Have you for—"
"0, the degeneracy of the times! Give him G,
boys. Now, Math 'matical Proposition, your turn."
'Scuse me, but I want to speak a word and the
,Basket-Ball-Poetry-Combination arose. ('Member,
not to ask about his hair, Beloved.)
"Well, what now?"
"Please, sir," he said in a quakey-shakey voice,
"I wanted to say out now what I've done, 'count of
there being such a muchness, and 'count of my having it all 'ranged logically, and not wanting to forget it.'
.'
"Be quick then."

"First, I have lead the infant minds of E, F and
G into the flowery paths of literature.
"Second, I have broken H of the habit of saying
'had ought.'
"Third,
"That will do. Give him G, too, boys."
"Third, I have coached Basket—"
"Ha! What's that? Coached Basket Ball, did
he say? Give him A. boys. No, let me think.
Make a compromise with our blackmarks and give
him C. Now Math 'matical Proposition."
'Sense me. But I think you might learn some
manners. I have been sitting here for two hours,
completely 'exanimo,' " and there stood the Greek
Goddess, waving her Greek Lexicon
"Didn't you promise to be good?"
''Yes.''
"Didn't you promise not to boss?"
"I most carefully did."
"Then sit down-- Now you Math—"
'Scuse me, but I wish to say," interrupted the
Vision-of-Lovliness, I—"
'Scuse me, but I think that I can say it better
for you," reinterrupt ed French-Reader-Spanish-Dictionary, bowing most 'markably affably. "She's—"
'Scuse me," shouted the can of N a C 1, in a
loud, loud voice, "but there's a cat!" and he darted
across the floor like a streak of lightning, and his
eyes glowed with a fearful fiendish flash as he
seized the 'foresaid feline by its tail.
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Just then, 0 my Beloved, there was a 'spicious
rustle of skirts •outside, and in another second a
group of 'markably stern and angry ladies stood.
looking in, and pointing their accusing fingers at a
cowery crowd of 'markably trembiy. men. Cried
they all, in unison, in a shivery shivery tone, "what,
didn't you know that curfew had rung? Home, with
you instantly, and at once, sir!"
0, how I wish I could draw it for you, Beloved.
But imagine it. Those angry ladies, standing in
the doorway, frowning 'markably, and pointing
their accusing fingers just so, and scuttling out of
every crack and cranny that cowery crowd of
trembly men! It might look well if you painted
the men green and the background pink. There
sitting up in front would be the Basket-Ball- People
done in red and blue, and looking so stern, stern.
Underneath the truly picture you might have a
vine twining 'round, with dried butterflies, beetles
and things growng on it. A German Grammar,
carelessly lying open, might be in the shade, anti
what ever else ywi thiiik would look pretty.
EREMA NEWBY.
.1197 .47 Jop
A TRIP TO MARS
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constructed an air ship last summer and asked me
to take the trial voyage. The ship was simple in
construction, being made of a clothes basket suspended by baling wire from a huge gas bag.
Mr. Stonely had no sooner uttered these words
than he himself slipped over the edge and fell into
some trees, without hurt as I afterwards found.
The ship, relieved of Chester's weight,, went up like
a shot, and soon became unmanageable, and started
off into empty space, but as several tubes of oxygen
had been placed in the. basket I did not suffer for
air.
Journeying through empty space proved to be
more monotonous than crossing the Mohave desert,
and soon becoming insensible to all danger I spent
most of the time sleeping.' After what seemed to
be several days the ship seemed to be approaching
a large body,' and the gas was going out of the bag.
At first I supposed I was approaching the moon, but
saw it was not made of green cheese, or even Limburger, so 1 concluded it was Mars, which afterwards proved to be correct.
As I approached it, the planet grew larger, and
soon the ocean and land were distinct, then the
mountains and the trees, and I finally touched terrafirma with a jar. On tumbling out I began to explore the country, and see if I eouid find any of
"Look out and hold on tight," said Chester, as its inhabitants. A detailed account must be left
the air ship began to rise swiftly through the cool for another chapter, but I will attempt to tell of a
night. air.
,
V
few cf m' exrPrnces on the following days.
Chester Stonely, a brilliant inventor of Whittier,
I found myself in a meadow, on one side mountV

V
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ains towering up to the sky, and on the other at a
distance was a city, which. did not look unlike Los
Angeles. Some of the people evidently knew of my
arrival and soon two uniformed men came out and
attempted to take me into the city. I made signs,
and spoke in every dialect I was master of, but to
no avail, and I was taken to the city, and through
the long streets to a palace.
The streets were paved, and some people rode about
in three-wheeled carriages drawn by animals with
six legs, while others rode about in cars propelled
by compressed air. The buildings on either side
were built entirely of wood, and none of them were
more than eighteen stories high, their only peculiarity being that the frame was on the outside.
We entered the palace, which was luxuriously
furnished, not unlike a fine building here. The
guards led me through long halls before a man
sitting on a raised throne, who spoke to the guards
in an unknown tongue, and then a guard left, but
soon returned with three men with grizzled visages,
who proved to be scholars knowing everything.
They examined me closely, and pronounced me
harmless (of the genus homo). One of them spoke
to me in fairly good English, asking how I came
there.
I told of my long ride from the earth, and asked
how he happened to speak English: He replied
that several scraps of paper had been found which
evidently came from our world, and he had laboriously deciphered the writing on them, and con-

structed the English language. He afterwards
showed me some of the pieces of paper, and I discovered they were from second year English papers of Whittier College, Whittier, California, United States of America, the Earth, and the writing
was so light and frivious that it had floated off to
Mars.
The king seemed to be kindly disposed, and
through the wise man I asked for something to
eat, as I had not had any food for eight days, except a banana and what I had absorbed going
through the Milky Way.
A table with several new and rare dishes was
prepared, and without asking how they were made,
or what of, I put the most of them out of sight. I
must here give a short description of the people.
They will average about seven feet tall, with a neck
fourteen inches long, a small head, straight black
hair and small, beady eyes. They are muscular and
very fond of all athletic sports, Shinney being their
favorite. In this connection I should say that their
shin bones are in the back instead of the front of
their legs and this doubtless makes that seemingly
rought sport more practical.
The only disadvantage their frame has is that
in a fall they are nearly sure to break their long
necks, and are continually troubled with sore
throat.
The people of Mars in some ways are in advance
of us in civilization, but in other ways behind.
I thought of taking a course at one of their col-
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leges instead of coming home, but found out it took
twelve years to graduate after leaving High School.
I hope we will not get that far, for at least
twenty years. In .astronomy they are also much in
advance of us, having several times watched a
basket ball game on the Whittier College campus
through one of their powerful telescopes.
On the day following my arrival I went out and
got the air ship and had it repaired, but before
leaving the king insisted I should see some of the
country.
On one ride I went out into their great forests.
They are not so beautiful as ours, as the trees have
no leaves, and the limbs are merely planks, sawed
and dressed, and when they fall, as they do every
winter, they are ready for the carpenters.
I might tell of a river which the engineers had
induced to run up hill instead of down, and various
other things more or less wonderful, but will
hasten on.
One morning after I had been there nearly two
months I thought I had better go home. I asked
if any of them wanted to go with me, but none
would venture. The balloon was soon prepared,
and I started off on the long journey. I got along
all right the first day, the Martians having given me
directions. After several hours I grew sleepy and
let the boat go as it would, and went to sleep.

Suddenly I was awakened with a loud crash. On
jumping up I found that the ship had collided with
a shooting star and broke the steering gear, and I
was going straight for the sun, and was getting
hotter every minute.
I did not get the ship repaired and turned until
I was within 49,000,000 miles of the sun, and it was
so hot some paper I had with me began to burn,
and I was almost melted.
Although I turned the air ship I had lost all the
directions and kept going through space at an
awful rate. I dared not leave the helm to go to
sleep, and once off in the distance I heard a loud
barking. It was Orion's dog Sirius as he ran after
his master chasing the Pleiades.
After several days I came into the shadow of
some large body, and seemed to be gradually
approaching it. I did not know whether it was
Jupiter, Neptune, or the Earth, but as the basket
scraped the ground and finally stopped, I heard in
the distance "Walk-a-way, Rock-a- way, Walk-away-we," and then "Wa-he-wa-he" rang out on
the still night air.
The college students were having a blow-out in
the hills. I went home and went to bed at once,
but early the next morning was awakened by a
loud knocking.
Chester had come after his clothes basket.
Albert Marshburn.

THE
A MEDLEY-SOME PARODY
Listen ye students and ye shall hear
Of a diminutive class in its Junior year,—
Small in its numbers, but wide in its scope,
If measured, dear reader, by the tape line of hope.
Having passed from the stage of green, gaping
Freshies,
With an outlook on school filled with naught but
wild wishes,
They readily mounted by aerial inflation
That memorable pinnacle of Sophomore elation.
If Fate grants us one moment of deep satisfaction,
O'er what we've achieved in tho't or in action,
'Tis granted the Sophomore—the 'Foolishly wise
Put she's sure to awake him, with a burst of surprise,
And reveal the sad state of his cerebro-mush
And his much vaunted wisdom is three-fifths sheer
slush,
So this air bubble pendulem having reached its full
sweep,
Meeting collapse in its course, makes the Junior
feel cheap.
Yet 'tis alone to themselves they thus seem to
appear,
For whatever the price, I know some hold them
dear.
(And deer, by the way, I hear have been found
In the Oregon wood—shall I say they abound'?)
Just to picture in passing--a little review,
I'll present its fair members, dear reader, to you;
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And leave you to guess by the pithy description
Whether girl or a boy it is—and then perchance—
which one.
Round faced and good natured, with some features
built
On a rather decided American tilt;
With an air of sufficiency quite without equal,
Which is (as usual) to a full brain the sequel:
Astronomical facts in rapid succession
Issue forth in a way sure to make an impression.
A smile that is bland—a chin that is square,
And rather a wayward curl to the hir,
With a liking for English and such other thought;
And conversational power that never falls short.
An eye that first sparkles, and then again flashes
With a rather coquettish turn to the lashes.
Inclined to give answers sometimes that are queer,
I. E.—Organ of Bojanus locate in thQear,
This gives a fine chance, Psychic lore to divulge
And her abstract conclusions will make your eyes
bulge.
Now let none be offended at what's on this page—
It's not meant to be truth, nor the words of a sage;
Put 'tis simply the answer to a delinquent bill
Sent in by the Staff for the Seniors to fill.
In truth-i--we behold in them germs approaching
perfection;
And when they are Seniors, they'll need no correction.
—A. S.

A ROOM IN THE DORMITORY

THE

THE SENIOR FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF A JUNIOR
Precedent is a hard mistress as she sternly gives
the command to the timid Freshman, "Thou shalt
fight with thy neighbor, the Sophomore, but the
Junior shalt thou love, and him only shalt thou
serve." Yet she is, nevertheless, a mistress and
must be obeyed. So throughout at least two years
of college life the student is forced to carry constant warfare with the class next in years, though
perhaps, often there would be a real satisfaction in
giving up and being friends.
But with the added knowledge of these two
years there comes also a certain independence, and
when the Junior enters the field it is with conflicting emotions. It has become a habit to disagree
with the class that now claims Senior honors, yet
the close association of these years has made that
class our friend. When off the arena we are bosom
companions. We must respect ar I admire them,
if for nothing else, because they have generously
given up their old ideal, and with a woman's prerogative, changed their motto.
If it is true that "more than one man spoils everything," it is also a fact that "none but the brave deserve the fair." And the fair seem quite willing to
be deserved by the brave who forcibly put behind
him the alluring vision of 1906, and took up the
responsibility of helping needy 1905.
C. T.
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THE LADIES AUXILIARY
And seeing the pleasure 1905 takes in this additional member, and the advance he has made since
that time, we are glad that we gave up our brave
for the improvement and good of our sister class.
So that now having thus been instrumental in bringing it to our plateau of experience, we are ready to
smoke the pipe of peace, and spend the remaining
months working together for the interest of our
college (lifting old W. C. to the highest breeze)
doing homage to old W. C.
The success of every college depends on the zeal
and number of its friends. Whatever tends to increase these adds proportionately to the institution's prosperity. With this end in view an organization was started a few months ago, modeled
after a similar one connected with Penn College,
Iowa, known as the Woman's Auxiliary. Its purpose is to assist the Board of Trustees and students
of Whittier College in the improvement of the
building and grounds, and to increase the genera.l
interest of the community at large in the support
of this institution of learning.
After organization the first work of the auxiliary
was the compilation and publication of a cook
book, which appeared just before Christmas. This
has met with quite a ready sale, and as it shall become more widely known there is hope that all th
thousand copies of this edition may be changed
into just so many dollars.
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One of the principal- ways of securing funds to
carry out the design of the society is that of catering. A very efficient committee has been appointed,
whose duty it is to serve dinners, suppers, banquets,
or on any occasion where their services may be
demanded. Already they have made about one
hundred dollars through this kind of work.
The membership roll is now eighty, so, the fees
of a dollar a year per member prove another source
of income.
The outlook for the college seems very hopeful
when a band of -eighty interested women is zealously lending a hand to its advancement in addition
to all its other helpers.
So far money has been expended in the purchase
of four dozen oak chairs for the 'society hall, a
polished oak table, in the papering of the walls,
dishes, linen and silver for the dining room and
materials for comforts for the dormitory. It wa
a unique experience for the college to have a
"comfort tacking" one afternoon when about two
dozen experienced workers completed four comforts, enjoyed a social time and were treated to five

o'clock tea by the president; Mrs. W. M. Hiatt, at
he conclusion.
The students, too, have a part in i his, as the girls
of the Senior and Junior classes are members, and
all are ready to act as waiters at any time, and are
helping to sell the cook books.
The Saturday before Xmas the girls held a sale
in the real estate office of W. S. Fawcett. The afternoon and evening were devoted to this. Dainty
pieces of needlework, college souvenirs, candy, pies
and cakes were sold and the association added about
$35.00 to the Capitola fund. The representatives to
the Conference have not yet been chosen, but it is
hoped that more will be sent this year than were
last.
During the last week in January evangelistic services were held in connection with the Y. M. C. A.
and many of the students took a definite stand for
Christ, with the result that nearly all the girls of
the school are active in the association.
Steps are being taken to fit up the association
parlor, which will provide a convenient, homelike
place for sociability.

A CORNER IN THE CHEMICAL LABORATORY
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SOCIETIES
Athenaeum
Since the last issue the members of the Athenaeum
have spent several enjoyable and profitable evenings together, although the regular routine has not
been carried out because of the holidays. The
special program usually rendered at this time of
year was replaced by the Peace Contest. The
program committee has shown great ingenuity in
developing new and interesting entertainments.
One evening was given to a delightful tour of England in a well illustrated stereoptican lecture by
Captain Arfwedson. An evening with Russia was
well spent. The musical numbers of the last few
programs have also been especially good.

Philolithian and Iris
ice the last issue of the Acropolis there has
been much friendly rivalry between the two soceties, Philolithian and IFis.
Soon after Christmas the Iris challenged the
Philolithian for a debate. The question agreed upon
was, "Resolved, that the United States grant independence to the Philippine Islands on the same conditions on which it was granted to Cuba."
Preliminary debates were held in both societies,
and the three best debaters chosen from each. Alma
Swain, Rollin Holton and William Feeler upheld
the afflrmitive side of the question for the Iris, and
the Philolithian, represented by Clara Marshburn,
Cora. Scheurer and Helen Whallon, stood for the

negative. For three weeks each side was urged on
by the constant assurances that the opposing side
was sure to win.
On the afternoon of March 3 the enthusiasm
i'èached a climax. The affirmative speakers showed
a thotough study of the subject in hand. The negatie applied their knowledge to the, statement of
the queston, and the judges, Prof. Martin, Prof.
Kelsey and Agnes Sargent rendered the decision,
two to one in favor of the negative.
Much benefit was gained by each society and it
is hoped this is but. the beginning of many such
debates.

Debating
The same steady interest is being shown in debating that has prevailed since the Irst of the year.
Besides the regular debates held under the auspices
of the Debating Society, every other society in college is giving the debate a prominent place on its
programs. In addition to this regular class work
is being gven to the study of debating and debate
methods.
In the last issue it was announced that a prominent college of Southern California had been challenged for a debate; but the particulars were not
iiven at that writing. The debate is to be held at
Occidental College, April 28. The home team ltai
submitted the following question: Resolved, that
the XV. amendment to the United States constitution has. not been justified.
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Exchanges
Prohibition Contest
A good oration, "Two Emancipators," is printed
The Intercollegiate Prohibition Oratorical Contest
in the February Earihamite, written by J. Aubry of Southern California, between University of
Kramien, who represented Eariham College in the Southern California, Occidental, Pomona, and Whitstate oratorical contest.
tier College will be held at Whittier April 12. This
Two lawyers, when a knotty case was o'er,
is to be the greatest intercollegiate event of the
Shook hands and were as friendly as before.
year, and Whittier is fortunate in having the conAZounds! said the client, "I would fain know
test held here. The representatives of the other
how."
institutions are all men of experience and ability and
"Thou fool," said one, "we lawyers tho so keen,
it is now up to Whittier to make good.
Like shears ne 'er cut ourselves but what's
Our recent unsuccessful attempt to get into the
between."
regular Intercollegiate Oratorical Association of
Southern California makes it imperative that we
make a good representation in this one. But whatFrom the notes of the Christian Associations in ever happens, Whittier will be prepared and ready
the various exchanges, the evangelistic wave seems to meet the on-corners, and it is not at all unlikely
to have visited the colleges in general, with bene- that she will pull an eye-tooth for some of the
ficial results.
larger institutions in Southern California.
The students should rally, one and all, to give
The athletic notes of the Earihamite are well Whittier's representative a solid backing, and enwritten and interesting, showing a commendable deavor to make the contest a grand success.
spirit of fairness in dealing with their opponents.
Athletic Notes
The following exchanges are generally on file:
Whittier College is proud of her basket ball team,
The University Advocate, Los Angeles, Cal.; The and why shouldn't she be? With an average of one
Occidental, Los Angeles, Cal.; The Vermillionite, thousand in the league and the hardest games alVermillion Grove, Ill.; The Earlhamite, Richmond, ready won, she feels that she is far on the road to
Indiana.
championship honors.

THE
The first game of the series was eontested with
the State Normal at Normal Gymnasium. It was a
fast game from start to finish.
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games of the season was played with Los'Angeles
High. Both teams had a record of one thousand
and it was thought by many that the Los Angeles
High School team was the best and fastest in the
It was vigor, vim and perfect trim,
league. It did look pretty blue for Whittier when
With three cheers for Sunny Jim.
their opponents led out with the first three points.
They soon gained confidence, however, for in less
LTP in the gallery the Whittier delegation made so
than three minutes they were in the lead, where
much noise that the building . was permanently they remained for the rest of the game. It finally
weakened, while down in the arena the two teams ended in a complete victory for Whittier, the score
fought like tigers. When the game had finally b&ng twenty to eleven. This game is a matter of
ended, the Normal boys found themselves in a vain pride, locally, from the financial standpoint, turnattempt to realize that they were defeated by the ing in the largest receipts of any league game this
score of twenty-four to eighteen:
year.
The Throop team, of Pasadena, was the next vicThe students were so filled with exuberant spirits
tim. This was the most hotly contested game of that a reception was provided in the evening for
the season so fur. It was particularly exciting be- an outlet.
cause of the fact that the saore stood even, eighOn Monday, February 27th, the members of the
teen to eighteen, a half minute before the time basket ball team were requested to take places on
whistle blew. Adams saved the game, however, by the platform in the chapel, where each was presenta field throw, which Put the local team two points ed with a gold colored W on a black background of
ahead.
felt to be placed on the front of their basket ball
The next victory was won from the Santa Mon- suits. These are the first athletic symbols of honor
ica Breakers at Turner Hall in Loa Angeles. Our ever given by the Athletic Association. It is hoped
boys showed themselves to be clear out of the salt thqt this will be a stimulus, both for the members
water class and c1d not especially exert themselves, of the basket ball team to retain the high position
gaining the- honors with the score of twenty-four to which they have already attained, and also for
fourteen.
others who have the same opportunity to reach the
On February 22nd, one of the most imnortant same goal.
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Track Athletics

Considerable interest has been aroused recently
in track athletics. Fifteen or twenty dollars have
been spent for equipment, and several of the boys
are spending much time in daily practice. While
we do not expect to do very much in this line of
athletics this year, we hope to get a nucleus started
which will grow towards good results in the future.
On Friday, March 10th, the track team, consisting
entirely of preparatory boys, met the team of the
Whittier High School in a practice meet. While
the records made lack considerable of being up to
intercollegiate standards, they show up exceedingly
well, considering the fact that the boys of both
teams are beginners, having had but little practice.
The "Prep" team won by a score of 45 1-2 to 25 1-2.
The following is a record of the events:
100 Yard Dash.—Wade, W. H. S., first; Brown, W.
C., second; Semans, W. C., third; time, 10 14
seconds.
Broad Jump.—Purdy, W. C., first; Carden, W. II.
S., second; Semans, W. C., third; distance, 19 feet
7 inches.
220 Yard Dash—Wade, W. H. S., first; Brown,
W. C., second; Cole, W. H. S., third; time, 25 2-5
seconds.
Shot Put.--Purdy, W. C., first; Brown, W. C.,'
second, Hensley, W. H. S., third; distance, 36 feet
7 inches.

Fifty Yard Dash.—Wade, W. H. S., first; Brown,
W. C., second; Adams, W. C., third ;time, 6 minutes.
High Jump.—Semans, W. C., first; Osborn, W. C,.
second; Purdy, W. C., and Wade, W. H. S., tied for
third; height, five feet.
440 Yard Run.—Adams, W. C., first; Woods, W.
II. S., second; Caster, W. H. S., third; time, 62 1-5
seconds.
Pole Vault.—Purdy, W. C., first; Brown, W. C.,
second; Carden, W. H. S., third; height, nine feet.
.997 1097 J97

Chapel Echoes
The miner's mirage land stands for evasive happiness. A mirage is the reflection of something
real. Young Christians may fear i heir experience
is only a mirage, but it is for them to make it real,
a true spring of joy and peace in a desert life.—
Mrs. Johnson.
True beauty is the beauty of service.—Prof. Kelsey.
No man faces the duties and trials of Pfe
without feeling his inability. Moses and Joshua
felt utterly unable for their God appointed tasks,
but they received the "Be strong and I will be
with thee." Every child of God today has the parting command and promise of Jesus.—Pres. Tebbetts.
Character can cross the continent just Ps well in
an oxcart as in the Pullman car.—Samuel Hill.

THE
To live without worry is a high state of Christian
1v hy live lean and hungry, when Jesus
experience. '
has a boundless supply of wisdom and of riches,
and is longing to bestow them? Stop sailing a
stormy sea and learn the life of Peace.—Levi Mills.
The Father in Heaven anticipated our needs and
made promises. Do not he ashamed to claim them.
If you have gold or diamonds, why trouble about
gravel? Many things are nonsense according to
the world. But Fuiton's folly now travels every
sea, Morse's nonsense spans every continent. These
are simply getting hold of God's thoughts and applying them. In God's great telepbone system, the
Central Office, the Great heart, is never out of
order. The child whose heart is in tune sees no
nonsense. He receives messages and his life is a
continual chain of joy. The Father has anticipated
all his needs.---Rev. George Hartley.
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were the most noticeable feature of the evening, and
surely if they signified anything, the girls were fit
subjects for Highlands.
It has been rumored that the First Years passed
a very exciting evening a few nights ago. However
this may be they certainly spent the evening at
Jennie Milhous' home in East Whittier, where they
assert they had a particularly pleasant time.
However the social events have not been wholly
confined to class affairs. The Y. M. and Y. W. C.
A. gave a joint reception at Prof. Harris' home, on
Eariham Drive, to the Pacific Grove delegates, Prof.
Martin, Chas. Johnson, Alfred Siemon and Elwin
Little. Very interesting and humorous reports of
the conference were given to the stay-at-homes, and
all the boys present were fired with a desire to attend next year.
n enthusiastic and informal crowd of students
celebrated our basket ball victory over the L. A.
Normal team, with a taffy pull in the college dinSocial Functions
ing hall. "Wa he" and the praises of the team
About the time our last edition went to press, th
were sung vigorously, and the determination was
ccond Years were delightfully entertained at Dr. strengthened to win the pennant of the league.
Ilolton's rooms on Bright avenue. They were allow.
Put the crowning event of the season was the reed to enjoy their refreshments in peace, but owing ception for the Juniors and Faculty given by the
to procrastination on the part of the boys, the Seniors at Agnes Sargent's home in East Whittier.
Third and Fourth Year boys came in on the "home After the dinner, a very complete affair, the toast
run."
mistress, Anna Tomlinson, took charge, and Mrs.
A few days before Christmas, the Third Year Kelsey, Lorena Mills, Chas. Johnson and Prof. MarGirls held a Dementia party at Cora Scheurer's tin resnonded in an entertaining manner.
home on West Philadelphia street. The costumes
Mr. Elwin Little delightfully entertained a corn-
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pany of his friends at dinner at his home on WashAlfred Siemon to Professor Harris—"f couldn't.
ington avenue February 18th.
sit at your feet yesterday, Mr. Harris, because I had
Our victory of February 22nd over L. A. H. S. a bad cold."
was celebrated at the College in an appropriate
Professor Harris---"I should think you could 'sit
way. Miss Scofield furnished the music of the at my feet all the better then."
evening, and Prof. Albertson acted as toastmaster.
Pres. Tebbetts responded on the Benefit of Basket
Mr. Kelsey—' 'What makes all that gas in here?"
Ball to the College, Prof. Harris on The Team, Mr.
Pres. Tebbetts—"Why, the pipe drains the wrong
Rogers on Basket Ball, Coila Carter on Why the way."
Girls Like the Team, and Ray Adams on Why I
Prof. Kelsey—"Then why don't you turn the
Like to Play Basket Ball. All enjoyed a very pleas- pipe around."
ant time.
In honor of the completion of the new wing of
There was a young man from Madrid,
the College, the doors were opened to the public on
Who grabbed it whatever he did;
March 2nd. Chocolate, coffee and sandwiches were
When asked, "Is't your knee?"
served in the dining hall by the Ladies Auxiliary.
He replied, "Yes it be."
Both afternoon and evening Prof. Albertson gave
This dear little man from Madrid.
demonstrations of wireless telegraphy. As Rev.
Hugh K. Walker, of Los Angeles, was unable to be
Agnes, rapturously, discussing the ring about
present, the time was pleasantly occupied with extemporaneous speaking by Rev. Mills, Rev. Edwards Saturn—"I always did have a passion for rings."
and Mr. Monroe, and music by Mrs. Phillips, Miss
Student—"Prof. Martin, please say something
Rees and the male quartette.
funny."
Prof. Martin—"Say, if you put nic in tht AcropONE ON YOU
olis, if any one who is in any of my 'ilasses does, I
If anyone sees himself, in this department, speak- will flunk him sure."
ing words, wittier, wiser, and wickeder than he is
wont to use, let him remember the old adage.
Scene One—A dark, ghostly, awful night! Some
"Necessity is the mother of invention."
one going up College Hill, a wild scream piercing
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the air, a voice speaking with fright, choking every
Minchin—translating: ''Werb en—to win."
word.
Miss Bennett: "No, that means to woo."
"0, Claire, is that you?"
Minehin—' 'Well it's all the same thing."
"Yep.''
(Comes running) "Oh! There's a—polecat— it' "Mr. Martin, may we please recite outside today,
over—there--and it's after me, Oh-o-o-o!
s so warm in here?"
"'Where, where?"
Prof. Martin—"No, Miss Swain, if you will stay
Miss Keats--"Over there, can't you see? It's in here, I'll show you some pictures."
after me!"
Claire—"Oh, I guess not."
Apply to Misses Trueblood and Swain for sensaMiss Keats—' 'It is, too!"
tional titles for books, papers or magazines. They
Claire—"How do you know?"
are perfectly reliable and are recommended by Prof.
Miss Keats—"Why, I saw it and- -Whew! Isn't Harris.
this proof enough?" (Exit.)
For example, they would name "The Merchant
Scene Two--A striped, harmless looking little of Venice," "Saved by a drop of Blood," "For the
creature, sitting under a rose tree, and shaking with Sake of Revenge," or "Saved by a Woman."
laughter."
Marjorie Little returned to school March 6th,
Suzie J.—"How can I keep the color in my hair?" from two months' stay in Honolulu.
Mae J.—"Don't leave it in the sun when you
ar'n't using it."
Mr. Samuel Hill gave an address at Chapel Feb.
13, and presented twenty-five dollars to the WoMr. Albertson demonstrating the power of sug- man's Club to aid in furnishing the new society
gestion—
room.
"Here, by a few simple strokes of the crayon,
Cora Scheurcr joyfully took up her abode in the
you have before you an excellent representation of dormitory a few weeks ago, her parents having
a chicken."
moved to Long Beach.
Mr. Kelsey, wickedly, from the back of the house,
"A—what?"
Mr. Harris in English class: "Scan a little louder,
Prof. Albertson: ''Goose!"
Miss. Charles, so that we can catch your feet."
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Miss Maxson and Miss-. Wentworth furnished music for Chapel, Feb. 20.
Mr. Martin (in Spanish) "What color are Herbert's eyes, Claire?"
Claire: (In Spanish) "Herbert's eyes are (in Engr
lish) what is Brown?"
It must take a long time to learn, Claire.
Feb. 20, Rev. Geo. Hartley gave an interesting
Chapel talk.
Paul Todd occasioned a great amuunt of consternation and tears by spraining his ankle in the basket ball game between Whittier and Throop. He
is at it again, now, though, as hard as ever.
Mrs. W. F. Grow and son Lowrie, spent Feb. 26
with Miss Myrtle Grow.
Miss Shelley, a former professor in Whittier
College, spent several weeks in Whittier, visiting at
the home of Prof. and Mrs. Harris.
Helen Whallon to Della and Lee: "Have both
of you girls got your lesson?."
Mr. Martin, attempting to carry on a conversation in French with Miss Reese: "Well, why don't
you answer?"

Miss Reese, with emphasis: "If you would only
pronounce the words like I do, I could understand
you."
Prof. Albertson: "What is Borax?"
Preston—" Washing powder."
Scene I.
Dramatis Personae: Percy Martin, a young maii,
short of stature, wearing patent leather shoes, and
the Editor of the Acropolis, a worried looking person.
Mr. Martin with a suave smile: "Good morning,
Miss Smith. How are the jokes for your Acropolis comingi"
Editor: "Excellently. Everything is now ready."
Mr. Martin, anxiously: "What, so soon? You
havn't taken the jokes to the printer yet have
you?"
Ed.: "Not yet; why?"
Mr. Martin, relieved: "Nothing, I just thought
the things would certainly need some correction.
They ought to be carefully examined."
Ed.: "Yes, one member of the faculty has already
attended to that."
Mr. Martin: "What! Just one? Every member of
the faculty ought to look them over. You cannot
be too careful in such an important matter. 1
might be able to offer some valuable suggestions."

THE
Ed.: (Laughing) "Aha! I see. No. Everything
was quite right."
Mr. Martin: "Can't I see the jokes?"
Ed.: "It would be rather inconvenient."
Mr. Martin: "Now, see here, Miss Smith" (diving
into his pocket and fishing out some change)
"here's ten cents. Let me have just one little peek
at the jokes."
Ed.: "Not enough."
Mr. Martin: "Well, a dollar, then? No? Two?
Still too small? Then I'll make you out a check.
Five? Twenty? Fifty? A hundred?"
Ed.: "I am impervious to bribes."
Mr. Martin, desperately: "0, dear me! I must
know whether there is anything about me and—
Now, Miss Smith, see here. Won't a thousand do?
No? Ten thousand? Mercy! Well, there's my place
in Los Angeles You shake your head! Gee-mimmy cracky! You'll drive me crazy. I'll perish if
I can't have just one little, little peek at those
jokes."
Scene II.
Dramatis Personae: Miss Keats Pnd humorous
Editor. (The two actors are running, MiAs Keats in
pursuit of the humorous Editor, who grasp in her
hand a bundle of "funny things."
Miss Keats, shouting: "Ho! Stop there! Wait a
minute. I want to see those jokes."
H. Ed. tauntingly. "Don't you wish you could?"
Miss Keats: "Horrid thing! Wait, I must see
those jokes."
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H. Ed.: "Here they are. Hurry up."
Miss Keats: 'Stop! Stop! Stop! At least tell me
whether there is anything about me and—"
H. Ed.: "You'll find out."
Miss Keats: "Oh, you cruel thing! I'll throw
this stone at you. I'll hurt you. Be careful! Oh!
Oh!. Oh! I don't know what I'll do if I don't get
to see those jokes!"

conference on Christian work, in a town unequalled
in aesthetic surroundings, are certainly not lacking
in this respect.
Pacific Grove is a small town nestled among tñajestic pine trees, andaver-looking the-blue waters
of-Monterey Bay. The rocky shore is lined with
a raging sea of snow-white foam, and dashing spray.
There are many things of interest in. the vicinity
of Pacific Grove. Two miles east is the historic
O where, 0 where are my kittens all gone!
town of Monterey, with itsold missions and numerO where, 0 where can they be!
ous adobe houses. Farther on is Hotel Del Monte,
They have gone to the Lab--the hard-hearted Lab—. one of the finest hotels on the coast, and without
And they'll never come back to me!
a parallel in its suitable location and beautiful natural surroundings. A seventeen-mile drive begin
Burtis to Erema—arrangirig the library books:
"My! You are industrious, Erema, You would make
a good housekeeper."
Ereina—"Guess I'll take you up on that!"

MALCHO, THE TAILOR

Pacific Grove Conference
It was made possible through the efforts of the
Y. M. C. A. members, and pecuniary aid from friends
of the Association, to send five delegates to the Pacific Grove Conference. The Whittier Y. M. C. A.
had the honor of having the largest delegation in
the State, considering the size of the school.
Throughout the Conference there existed a spirit
of Christian fellowship which no other than a Conference of this kind can have. Talk about a good
time! A hundred young men met for a ten-days'
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THE
at Pacific Grove, and winds here and there; now
through stately pine forests with the ground on
either side carpeted with green grass, and now
along the rocky beach where the aii is filled with
mist from the dashing breakers. Seine of the delegates visited Carmel Mission, about ten miles from
Pacific Grove, which contains the tomb of Father
Junipera Serra. Two miles farther is Point Lobus,
where one, while standing on the rocky bluff, sees
seventy-five feet below him a surging sea of foam
and spray.
The huge breakers, towering to a
height of twelve or fifteen feet in a green, translucent mass, dash upon the rocks only to be broken
into countless fragments. United again at the base
of the rock, they are dashed headlong into large
caves at his feet, where they roar their defiance to
the resistless mass that confronts them.
Every afternoon was given to recreation. The
members of the conference were divided into four
divisions. 1. The Berkeley delegation. 2. The Stanford delegation. 3. The University of Pacific delegation, and 4. The
Southern delegation consisting
of the University of Southern California and Occidental, Pomona and Whittier Colleges. These four
divisions contested for honors in a track meet, and
a baseball tournament. Two of the Whittier delegates participated -in the baseball tournament. One
member played right field, another caught for the
Southern delegation..
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Houses for sale or rent
La Habra Lots and Acreage

101 East Philadelphia St,.
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Jeweler and Watchmaker ( For Plain or Ornamental
Diamond Setter and
Engraver .
Any Description of
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Jewelry Made to Order and Repaired.

Medals, Society

Signs
Painting and Paper Hanging
142 S. Milton Ave.
See W. W. Bennett.
Whittier.

Badges and

BINFORD.

School Pins

THE JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

Watches and Clocks
Diamonds and Precious Stones of
Watch-work for the Trade.
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Lowest Prices
J. J. Renken

217 1-2 S. Spring St.
Sunset, John 3661.

Up Stairs
Home, 1335

LOS ANGELES
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C. A. Landreth

Whittier Livery Co.
Phones
Sunset No. 503
No. 144
Home No. 11

Stables
128 N. Greenleaf
136 N. Greenleaf

THE
The delegates found the conference exceedingly
helpful, both in deepening their own Christian experience and in practical suggestions for their
home organization. Missions, Bible Study, Personal Work and Life Work were discussed in daily
conference by leaders of national reputation. Each
day there was a platform address by a noted speaker, such as Dr. Clampett, Dr. Brown, Dr. Kingman
and others.
The delegates are unanimous in their expressions
of the fact that they never spent a happier period
in all their lives than the ten days' experience at
Pacific Grove.
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1.

Walk-a-way, Rock-a-way,
Walk-a-way we,
Whittier College, thou, thy, thee,
Quaker make, fair shake, sure take
Whittier!
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THE TOGGERY
GENTS'
FURNISHING GOODS
CLOTHING & SHOES
ONLY EXCLUSIVE GENTS' FURNISHING HOUSE
IN WHITTIER
lOG S. cFREEN LEAF

C. E. HARRIS

Whittier Implement Co.
Robes. Blankets, Harness, Buggies, Carriages, Wagons, Farm Implements, Wind-
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Em, zwei, drei mutter,
Yi! Yi! Yi!
And she climbed upon the steeple
And she frightened all th€ people
Crying Whittier! Whittier!
Rah! Rah! Rah!

Mills. Pumps. Mowers. Rakes. Etc.

204-206 West Philadelphia Street
Telephone Sunset, Main 601 - Home 68
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Smith's Drug Store
MAGAZINES, BIBLES, AND EVERYTHING TO WRITE WITH

The Whittier Bank

Prescriptiozss a Specialty

Landrum Smith, Proprietor

Enterprise Grocery
Solicits the patronage of the Faculty,
Students and Friends of

M. H. MILLS, Popreitor

We Sell the Best Tea, Coffee, Butter, Potatoes
BEST GOODS.......
LOWEST PHI('ES

107 South Greenleaf Avenue

Whittier College
Offering Courtesy, Liberality and
Safety in the Transaction of their

Sun set Phone Shi
home ii

Residence, Sunset 503
Home 110

0. J. OSBORN, D. V. D. S., V. S.
Veterinary Sureon and Dentist
Le test improved Me 0 od s of Tres I ment for All l)iseeses of ATII10115

Whittier, Cal,

Office and Hospital at Greenleaf Livery

Banking Business
rnrnmi

H. G. CarmacK
BRICKLAYING
PLASTERING and
CEMENT WORK
339 North Friends Avenue
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3.

For we are quiet Quakers,
And to yell would be a sin,
But we'll whisper to you gently
That we're sure our team will win.
Ip skidi, bow wow
Wa, who wa,
Whittier College,
Rah! Rah! Rah!

4. Jump on a 'band stand, thump on a tin can,
Band stand, tin can, tin can, band stand.
Who cant We can, can do a can-can.
And if we can't nobody can-can.
5. Say Whittier
Hit 'em, hit 'em, hit 'em;
Never quit 'em, quit 'em, quit 'em.
Knock it, knock it, knock it,
Never stop it, stop it, stop it,
Pass it, pass it, pass it
Into the basket, basket, basket,
Do it boys, do it boys, NOW!
6.

Who rah, Quaker
Prohi-maker
Contest taker
Quaker taker
Quaker taker
Rah! Rah! Rah!
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